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About This Game

Or so thought world-famous demon hunter Doug McGrave, until he met the witch from Hellside. Now, cursed to do what’s right
for free, his powers constantly draining away, Doug will have to win his power back.

Never slow down. Slow is how the curse takes hold!!
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The Weaponographist is a high-speed, top-down dungeon-crawling arena combat game. Cool kids might call it a “Roguelike”.

You play as Doug McGrave, famous demon hunter for hire. Highest level, bestest gear, ruggedly handsome, and unrepentant
jerk. For refusing to aid one stinking demon-infested town, you are immediately – and deservedly – cursed. Your powers, your
wealth, and your weapons… Poof! Gone. To overcome the curse, you’ll need to make use of whatever weapons you can find.

Swords, chainsaws, machine guns, pogo sticks… Use them while you can.
Because they’ll all fall apart in your hands.

I can’t think of a curse that ever did anyone any good. And this one, doubly so.

Fill up your combo meter by defeating evil, vanquish demons to regain your strength, and weaken the curse while you can. But
beware.

Whenever you aren’t attacking, your combo will quickly drain away, and the curse will continue to sap your strength. Only by
killing monsters quickly, adapting to new weapons, and removing the curse in pieces can Doug make his way through the depths

of the dungeon and get the hell out of this one-horse town.

Roguelike adventure in a fast-paced arena filled with a variety of creatures to kill.

Pulse-pounding weapon swaps requiring constant adaptation to defeat the enemy swarms.

A frantic paced curse requiring constant engagement to catch and surpass the difficulty curve.

Copious demon gore and goop to trade with Hellside vendors for powerful upgrades.

Epic soundtrack from Christopher Hoag.

Go forth, kill a bunch of things, and don’t even feel bad.
-The Weaponographist
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If they improved the sound design then I'd easily recommend it despite the early access tag. If you have $15 and want a decent
game with cute girls then get it. Combat isnt too complex but it's passable. Lacks a bit of polish but it's very much playable..
This is the best game out there for virtual pinball. There are so many different tables to choose from you are bound to find
something you like, this is especially true with the addition of classic William's and Bally's recreations.

Price per table is good, though you need to buy most of them as small packs, so you might end up with a few duds that don't get
played. However, if you are patient, you can easily wait for a 50-60% off sale, which brings the cost of each table to just a buck
or two.

Also, the game comes with 2 free great tables, so why not give it a shot to see if it's for you!

What keeps me coming back for more are all the different modes available; weekly tournaments, league play, challenges (1 ball,
survival and 5 minute). Local hotseat is also a hit when friends and family are over. Its just missing a online hotseat mode, but
tournaments are a decent substitute.

Overall I can definitely recommend this game if you are a fan of pinball. No, it won't replace the real thing, but it does offer an
affordable and fun alternative on PC.

See you in-game Pinhead.
. It got the cops called on me.
10\/10 Would do it again.. Charming and cute puzzler.
Gets a bit tricky by the end, but not super hard.

I'd like to see a sequel with some more level features!. Definetly a needed game on market, even quite good on early access; and
quite cheap; go but it if you likeold games;

some polishing needs to be done; \u0131 m sure they will do it;
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I had such great hop for this game and after waiting years to be able to play the game i have to say its the worse game i have
ever bought. No way of deleting saved games you dont play it is always freezing and once you save and open to play and i have
no building or walls. It is a lovely cheep game but I think it should show the replay at the end of the round.. You can marry the
queen and use Eldritch powers to fuel industry, it's pretty fun.. Union Pacific
. The first one scraped by on its charm, without so much of that to hold things together this very much becomes just a lot of
fetch quests to grind XP with a bad camera.

Maybe it's a multiplayer dream but the single player has killed any enthusiasm I had to find out. Way better alternatives out
there for your money.. short with a bunch of cut scenes and talk scenes but still recommending.
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